New Features & Enhancements

HEIN OF THE CENTURY.
Overview

Over the past 12 months, we’ve been hard at work to not only create new databases, but to also update our existing databases and improve upon many features in HeinOnline. Below are some of the major updates we’ll review:

- Major database enhancements
- Updates to databases tools
- New databases tools
- New and updates searching resources
Database Enhancements
This newly revised edition addresses the needs of large and small law libraries alike, particularly those who wish to follow national cataloging standards, including the Library of Congress and the Program for Cooperative Cataloging.

Cataloging Legal Literature, 5th edition (CLL5) addresses RDA instructions and terminology as found in both the current RDA Toolkit and its Beta Site.

CLL5 is not a general self-help book for the beginning cataloger. The goal is to help the law cataloger deal with the ambiguities of 21st century cataloging.

Throughout the manual, illustrations of descriptive or subject cataloging and MARC tags are offered. The examples of subject cataloging are based on guidelines published in the Library of Congress’ Subject Cataloging Manual (SCM) and identifying Library of Congress practices for assigning subject headings.
Cataloging Legal Literature, Fifth Edition

In addition to print, CLL5 is available in digital format as a searchable resource.

Part 1 includes hyperlinks to:
- Cataloging resources
- Extensive MARC examples
- Charts

Part 2 of CLL5 contains an alphabetical listing of more than 220 legal terms and publication formats. These terms will link users to:
- RDA instructions
- Subject practice
- Classification information
- Cataloging examples
U.S. Presidential Impeachment Library

Expansion of U.S. Presidential Library

Contemporary and later documents relating to the four presidential impeachments so far

Curated list of Congressional Research Service reports, scholarly articles, and more

The Whistleblower Complaint on Ukraine, numerous documents regarding President Trump’s impeachment
Criminal Justice & Criminology was created after a major overhaul of a previous HeinOnline collection, Criminal Justice in America: U.S. Attorney General Opinions, Reports, and Publications.

More than 2 million pages and 1,300 titles have been added.

Expanded focus beyond the work of the U.S. Department of Justice, focusing on how criminal justice systems have changed in American and English law over time.

110 criminal justice periodicals along with a large collection of books on crime and criminals have been added.

Access 16 subjects specific to Criminal Justice & Criminology.
Database Enhancements

American Indian Law Collection

An extensive list of Native American treaties is now included, 416 with full-text coverage.

Each treaty has been editorialized to include useful metadata points and allow for easy browsing.

A new Native American Treaty Search Tool is now available.
HeinOnline continues its Serial Set project – since launch, more than 5.5 million pages and 6,600 volumes have been added.

A new citation lookup tool makes finding Serial Set documents easier than ever.

To help researchers understand the wealth of material in this database, we’ve added two access points for information:

- A new informational landing page
- Secrets of the Serial Set blog series
Database Enhancements

Law Journal Library

The Law Journal Library now contains more than 2,800 journals!

The ability to refine search results by metadata facets has enhanced journal research.

New Availability search facet improves journal research further, allowing users to limit results by full-text or indexing.
HeinOnline continues its project to index states back to inception, one at a time

**States fully indexed** thus far include:

- Arkansas
- California
- Connecticut
- Florida
- Georgia
- Illinois
- Indiana
- Louisiana
- Maryland
- Massachusetts
- Michigan
- Minnesota
- Mississippi
- New York
- Ohio
- Pennsylvania
- Rhode Island
- South Carolina
- Tennessee
- Texas
- Vermont
- Virginia
- West Virginia
Database Enhancements

**Taxation & Economic Reform in America and History of Bankruptcy**

- **Taxation & Economic Reform in America (Parts I & II) and History of Bankruptcy (Part III)** now sold as one discounted package

- More than 300 years of legislation in nearly 5 million pages

- Covering the history of taxation in America, the state of the U.S. economy over time, and foundational information relating to bankruptcy
Pop Quiz

Which year at the AALL conference did the Hein Company bring the iconic ‘Back to the Future’ Delorian to the meeting?

A) 2001  
B) 2003  
C) 2004  
D) 2006
New Features and Resources
New Features & Resources

Author Profile Page Enhancements

Explore This Author

Explore This Author tool allows you to visualize an author in the context of his field.

An interactive chart of facets, including frequent topics, publications, co-authors, and more.

Link directly from the chart to search results, a journal page, or another author’s page.
Author Profile Page Enhancements

Integration with ORCID

Showcase your ORCID iD on your HeinOnline author profile page to link to your personal ORCID record.

Send all of your works in HeinOnline to display on your ORCID record.

COMING SOON: Send all of your works from ORCID to display in HeinOnline, even if we don’t have the full text available.
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Author Profile Page Enhancements

Editing Author Profile Pages

- Edit the content on your own Author Profile Page from within the MyHein platform
- Become an authorized admin to edit the profiles of authors affiliated with your institution
- Now add links to your Google Scholar and SSRN profiles on your HeinOnline Author Profile Page
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Author Profile Page Enhancements

ScholarRank

Update to ScholarRank metrics and formula allows for more accurate representation of authors.

Metrics counted in the formula include:

- Cited by Articles (0-5 Years)
- Cited by Articles (5+ Years)
- Cited by Cases (0-5 Years)
- Cited by Cases (5+ Years)
- Accessed (Past 12 months)
MyHein Enhancement

MyHein, a complimentary personal research organization tool within HeinOnline

Users have been able to use MyHein to bookmark articles from within search results

Now, see which articles you’ve already bookmarked with a new greyed-out indicator
Integration with NoodleTools

NoodleTools is a research management platform used by thousands of institutions.

New integration allows HeinOnline users to seamlessly organize material in their platform.

Use the new “Export to NoodleTools” feature incorporated into our existing citation tool.
LibGuides Project Continues

HeinOnline continues to create database-specific LibGuides for training and reference purposes.

The goal of the project is to add 3-4 LibGuides a month until one exists for each database.

More than 30 new LibGuides have been made available over the past year!
On average, how many pages does HeinOnline include in each monthly content release?

A) One Thousand

B) One Hundred Thousand

C) One Million

D) Ten Million
Pop Quiz

On average, how many pages does HeinOnline include in each monthly content release?

C) One Million
Want to learn more?

Visit our live demos at AALL Virtual.